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Abstract

Modern medicine has undergone technological progress, undoubtedly with better results, but the doctor-patient relationship has been undermined in its most important aspect, human contact. The patient experiences and confronts in solitude his adverse experience. This experience is complex, not only are the symptoms of the disease, they also include disability, isolation, fear, dependence and sometimes guilt. Phenomenology attaches a paramount importance to the data in the consciousness of the patient, as facts given with absolute value. The purpose of this paper is to deepen the experience of the healthy adult individual who is ill. The better understanding of this phenomenology of the patient by the physician and the health personnel, can favor a better efficiency, empathy and compassion in their care.


Introduction

All patients suffering from a disease with symptoms, which are the majority (there are some diseases or disease stages where patients do not experience symptoms; for example, some patients with systemic arterial hypertension are asymptomatic), have, according to Lifshitz, some type of the following experiences: pain, fever, weakness, oppression, dizziness, vertigo, anxiety or shortness of breath; but they also experience disability to a greater or lesser degree, and can perceive a threat to their own selves as well. Given that disease can get complicated, the threat of dying because of disease is present. In that who suffer from it, awareness is on the symptom; for example, in painful hip, that what Pedro Lain Entralgo refers to as “body suction”, in our example, “suctioned by the pain in the hip”. In addition, some individuals, according to Hernández Bayona, experience guilt and a need for expiation. They feel responsible for what is happening to them; for example, a chronic smoker facing a lung cancer.

In brief, together with Estrada, we can talk of the heaviness of suffering in the individual beset by disease.

Modern medicine has experienced great technological progress by means of uncountable diagnostic machines, undoubtedly with better outcomes, but the doctor-patient relationship has been undermined at its most important aspect: human contact. The CT scanner or the magnetic resonance tests are interposed between the doctor and his/her patient. The doctor orders a specialized study after a brief interrogatory and, at the next visit, already with study results, he/she will explain what’s going on; meanwhile, the patient continues the lonesome experience of his/her disease, and now with fear and anxiety for whatever it may occur to him/her during the study. For the sake of technological efficiency, patient experiences tend to be forgotten. A phenomenological approach to
disease might help to recover the importance of the doctor-patient relationship.

**Focus**

The experience of disease involves the intimate relationship between body and consciousness of the meaning given to the symptom and its relationship with the subject that experiences it and the world that surrounds him/her. Nothing is more mysterious to man, than the thickness of his own body, particularly when it falls ill.

A phenomenological approach, understood as the analysis of the patient experiences within his/her consciousness, is necessary. Since these contents occur within the consciousness, according to Husserl, not only are they real and intentional, but they are absolute contents as well; in other words, they are pure consciousness phenomena, which we’ll see later in more detail.

Thus, the purpose of this work is to delve into the phenomenological experience of the adult healthy individual who gets sick, in order to obtain a better understanding on what he/she experiences and thereby strengthen inter-subject useful communication and empathy in the relationship of the healthcare professional with the patient.

In the review of the literature about phenomenology and disease there are several related articles, but most of them address mental disorders. In this work, only situations where adult individuals preserve their mental faculties intact and experience serious non-psychiatric symptoms will be considered.

**How to phenomenologically approach disease**

A previous requirement for a phenomenological approach to disease consists in going deep into the idea of phenomenon. “Phenomenon” defines the experience of the self in its consciousness and nothing more, but also nothing less. This experience is complex and its contents can originate in the exterior of the subject, in the real world (for example, perceiving the operation room with all its components, including the surgeon), or in his/her interior (let’s say, his/her thoughts and emotions). In the process of consciousness, phenomena generally include both sources: internal and external. Either way, the focus in this article is directed to that what is given in the patient consciousness; that what he/she experiences should be considered as what it is for him/herself, as a true and absolute fact, which doesn’t mean there is an exact and true correspondence with external reality.

**Mind and body**

The experience of our own body teaches us to implant space in existence. “Being” body is to be tied to a certain world; we live, and our body is not, first of all, in space: it belongs to space.

In the human being, consciousness has, under normal conditions, a close link with the body. Following Merleau-Ponty, in the perception and interpretation of our own body, we’ll have to say that it interprets itself. I am not in front of my body, I am in my body; or better yet, I am my body. In the mind-body relationship, the dichotomy disappears and can be summarized, for the purposes of this work, in the idea expressed by Ingold: body and mind are not two separate things, but two ways to describe the same thing, or rather, the same process, that is, the body-person activity within its surroundings.

The sick individual confronts his/her symptoms the same way he/she does with any adversity: as a whole, by means of a developing system, i.e., he/she participates with his/her body, his/her mind and with the socio-cultural baggage he/she has at the moment of disease, but—and this is very important—from the moment the symptom appears, the individual reacts systemically by generating and creating a defense with what he/she is, with the tools he/she possesses at that moment, generating modifications in his/her being in interaction with his/her ailment, i.e., with him/herself, at that present he/she is living with and that appears to dilate. Although this defense is plastic and adapts to the new situation, it is generally unsuccessful or partially successful in terms of reestablishing balance (homeostasis), and tends to withdraw. That what this drawing back consists in is what we are going to review next.

**What is essential in the phenomenology of disease?**

In the phenomenology of disease, isolation, withdrawal of the self and solitude are essential. When the surroundings are the disease of one’s own body, the link of consciousness with the body is exacerbated. If under normal conditions we know where are the parts of our body that accompany us, but only marginally, and we can, for example, drive the car thinking on the plan for the day, in other words, consciousness is somewhere else, it does direct the world outside the body and acts on it. Consciousness is always being aware of something and, in disease, awareness is directed towards the body, specifically, it draws back to the “aching” part of it. There is a steal of consciousness...
attention, which doesn’t go to the exterior and only addresses the more immediate world: its own body. It is the existence of the self experiencing solitude with its body, which is itself as well. It is the experience of the jail in one’s own consciousness. It is unable to leave to the world because it is surrounded by aching barriers of the body that claim for undivided attention, but the body, in combination with the mind, is not a simple cell, but an entire knot of past, present and future living significances that prepare an adaptive reorganization according to the new situation.

**Limitation or loss of consciousness freedom**

One cannot be free when will and consciousness are “kidnapped” by the phenomenon of pain or dyspnea. Consciousness is entirely occupied by pain, the site of pain and its emotional and cognitive repercussions. If at all, thought and will are free for moments, when the doctor’s intervention is effective.

Under the negative sensations of the experience of disease, thoughts are restricted and have a circular trajectory on the experience of feeling sick, of being sick, unceasingly returning.

**Consequences**

There is, of course, variability in the phenomenology of disease in different individuals. It can vary depending on the structure of their personality, their history, and the culture they have been submerged in. However, Inglold\(^1\) indicates that regardless of differences, it is important to identify and bear in mind to know as best we can the common and more relevant elements of the patient phenomenology, in order to more efficiently help him/her and, most importantly, to accompany him/her with more humanity, in the sense of authentic empathy.

For anyone who lives the experience of being ill, amidst suffering there is solitude; the patient lives his/her symptoms feeling intensely lonely, and then threatened\(^1\). Health’s integrity has already been savaged by symptoms, but in addition to experiencing them, the experience of a threatening uncertainty is generated: the cause of my condition, which I ignore, is it serious? Will my discomforts progress or will other worse appear? Can it become complicated? And even the terminal threat, the threat of nothingness: can I die? At the same time, he/she finds him/herself disabled, unable to work and, in extreme cases, unable of personal care and dependent on others. To this experience of disability and dependence, economic uncertainty can be added, as well as the thought that comes along: leaving the family in economic defenselessness.

Finally, the patient can attribute the responsibility of his/her disease to him/herself, for example, for having been or being a smoker or alcoholic. The phenomenon of guilty conscience and its derivatives, self-reproach and feelings of worthlessness, can overtake all the others and cause serious depression.

**Conclusions**

- Phenomenology confers paramount importance to data on patient consciousness, as given facts with absolute value.
- The patient confronts disease adversity by means of a developing system with all he/she has, with, in best case scenario, partial success.
- Suffering, solitude, threat, disability, limited freedom, dependence and sometimes guilt, make the experience of disease one of the worst in human experience.
- A better understanding of this patient phenomenology by the physician and by healthcare personnel can favor better efficiency, empathy and compassion on his/her care.
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